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Abstract

The social media landscape creates opportunities for higher education institutions (HEIs) to amplify psychological engagement with students and to increase influence impressions by following student(s)-to-student(s) conversations and stories. Evidence of understanding how HEIs can utilise student-generated social media data for HE marketing and branding purposes is underexplored. This paper adopts a netnographic research method to illustrate how social media artefacts, such as the ‘This Is Where I Study’ (TIWIS) Facebook page, created by students in the form of dialogues and content, can be analysed by HEIs to listen, engage further and influence students’ impressions. TIWIS illustrates that students’ engagement with social media platforms such as Facebook is dynamic in nature. It comprises behavioural expressions (manifestations and actions such as likes and shares as well opinion comments) and individuals’ experiences (subjective in nature stories and comments of personal experiences and views). Hence, netnographic analysis allows capturing actual behaviours via longitudinal ‘big data’ sets and
support HEIs in proactive branding. Analysis of social media data demonstrates the value of encouraging and making accessible authentic conversations in order to create student-centred content.
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**Introduction**

The Higher Education (HE) environment is experiencing a period of great change. Changes to student tuition fees, the de-regulation of student number controls, questions around contact hours and value for money, and trends towards large-scale marketisation and viewing the student as the consumer are to mention but a few (Tomlinson, 2015; Scullion and Molesworth, 2016). These changes have forced UK HEIs to search for a unique definition of what they offer in order to differentiate themselves and attract students (Chapleo, 2007; Hemsley-Brown and Goonawardana, 2007; Gai et al., 2016). Students are overloaded with sophisticated integrated marketing communications from universities, all promising to serve them better than the competition (Gai et al., 2016; Jan and Ammari, 2016). To maximise marketing opportunities, HEIs need to understand and commit to continuously listening to students’ conversations, in which true stories and illustrations of students’ relationships with HEIs are revealed (Tomlinson, 2015; Gai et al., 2016; Jan and Ammari, 2016). In doing so HEIs will optimise marketing impacts through business decisions that are based on student-consumers’ data (He et al., 2015; Gai et al., 2016).

Tomlinson (2015) highlights that HEIs put less emphasis on understanding how students form their relationships with HEIs. HEIs are often forced to create their own digital footprint as well
as to engage in practices similar to those in the tourism industry. These include reviewing user-generated comments and content related to all aspects of the provision of HE experiential services (Scullion and Molesworth, 2016). This leaves us with the question of what aspects of HE experiences students talk about online, and what student-generated content could potentially be leveraged for effective HE branding.

Undoubtedly 21st century students are active, digitally savvy choice-makers whose expectations, motives and experiences are socially constructed (Kandiko and Mawer, 2013). The social media landscape, therefore, creates opportunities for HEIs to amplify psychological engagement with students and to increase influence impressions by following student(s)-to-student(s) conversations and stories (Ashley and Tuten, 2015). Extensive studies on social media in the HE sector have been conducted (Ngai et al., 2015) with a primary focus on exploring the pedagogical value of social media in facilitating learning and supporting teaching practices (Dabbagh and Kitsanta, 2012; Neier and Zayer, 2015; Nel, 2015; Barn, 2016). Few studies (Jan and Ammari, 2016; Royo-Vela and Hünermund, 2016) looked into understanding how HEIs marketing efforts in online space via their own websites, search engine and social media optimisation, affect students’ decision-making processes. Both studies found that content presented on HEIs’ websites and their efforts to engage with social media leveraging have positive and significant impact on students’ choices of HEIs. However, no in-depth evidence into understanding how students engage with social media content has been provided. Moreover, evidence of understanding how HEIs can utilise student-generated social media data for HE marketing and branding purposes is limited. Gai et al. (2016) conducted netnographic analysis of online content published within a Chinese online forum, dedicated to choosing international HEIs. However, to our knowledge no published study reports on experiences in listening and
learning from Facebook student-generated social media data, as opposed to specialised in HE themes online forums as well as websites, blogs and microblogs developed for pedagogical purposes (Barn, 2016).

It is the consideration of the above-highlighted gaps and the need to illustrate how student-generated social media Facebook artefact can be used by HEIs for proactive marketing and branding that drives the rationale for this study. The aim of this study, therefore, is to illustrate a netnographic analysis of a ‘This is Where I study’ (TIWIS) Facebook page that can develop HE marketers’ interest and continue academic conversations on role of netnographic data in HE marketing and pedagogical practices. Building on work by Calder et al. (2016), the research objective of this study is to explore actual student engagement (behaviour) with the student-generated HE experiences related content. The results of our analysis provide empirical evidence to illustrate that students’ engagement with social media platforms such as Facebook is dynamic in nature. It comprises behavioural expressions (manifestations and actions such as likes and shares as well opinion comments) and individuals’ experiences (subjective in nature stories and comments of personal experiences and views). Hence, netnographic analysis allows capturing actual behaviours via longitudinal ‘big data’ sets and support HEIs in proactive branding. Analysis of social media data demonstrates the value of encouraging and making accessible authentic conversations in order to create student-centred content.

This paper begins with a brief review of the literature relating to HE marketing, social media marketing and student experiences. The next section outlines the research method followed by a discussion of the findings. The study ends with the conclusions and overview of implications and limitations of this research.
Theoretical background

HE has become one of the fastest-growing service sectors (Alwi and Kitchen, 2014). As discussed in the introductory section, recent changes in the HE context have forced UK HEIs to reconsider their operational and strategic models, integrating market-driven business practices to remain competitive and to maintain economic viability (Tomlinson, 2015; Scullion and Molesworth, 2016). The value and potential benefits of using marketing theories and concepts, which have been effective in the private sector, are now being applied by many HEIs in the attempt to gain competitive advantage (Hemsley-Brown and Oplatka, 2006; Jan and Ammari, 2016; Royo-Vela and Hünermund, 2016). It has even been suggested that ‘higher education institutions need to be managed more and more as corporate brands’ (Whelan and Wohlfeil, 2006, p. 317). One of the recent marketing developments in the business world involves effective leveraging of data and its analytics, which inform further business decisions (Chae, 2015). With the emergence of social media, individuals and consumers are documenting and sharing personal experiences as well as constructing full representation of self-identities via leaving social media footprints on the web (Correa et al., 2010). Moreover, Malthouse et al. (2016) suggest that brands and businesses should leverage social media opportunities by actively engaging in dialogue with consumers as well as allowing consumers to act as co-producers and co-creators of branded content. In particular Mathouse et al. (2016) analysed a big data set available from a Canadian coalition loyalty programme that recorded participation in promotional contests involving user-generated content (UGC) creation as well as ongoing purchase behavior. Longitudinal ‘big data’ set proved a positive correlation between engagement with UGC and actual purchasing behavior, meaning UGC was an effective way to drive the actual behavior.
Research into electronic WOM (eWOM) and UGC’s impact on consumers’ behavior towards the brand is well developed. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) and earlier study (Godes and Mayzlin, 2004) found positive relationships between product reviews and consumers’ choices and purchases of products. The study by Berger and Milkman (2012) discovered that within the UGC and online community contexts, it is mutually shared characteristics of content creator and consumer, which enable increased consumption of UGC. Hence, it should be argued that in the HE marketing context, content created by students is more likely to resonate with other students and result in higher engagement levels. The latest focus in the branded UGC consumption context is an understanding of how UGC should feed into brands’ own storytelling and enable ‘open source’ branding (Fornier and Avery, 2011). Singh and Sonnenburg (2012) suggest brands that incorporate UGC topics and discussions into their own storytelling and branded content achieve higher social media engagement metrics for brand-created content. A study by Gensler et al. (2013) goes beyond empirical evidencing of relationships between UGC and effective brand storytelling but suggests that brands can engage in three types of strategies to manage UGC and relations with their social media public. Firstly, brands can listen carefully to comments and stories, and respond accordingly. Secondly, they can engage in the discussion of wider cultural issues by creating resonance. Last but not least, brands can ‘attempt to leverage social media’s connectedness and get consumers to play the brand’s game by creating branded artifacts ... for consumers to appropriate and work on behalf of the brand’ (Gensler et al., 2013, p. 253).

Despite social media being a vital part of current HE pedagogical practices, as argued by Gai et al. (2016) and Scullion and Molesworth (2016) the HE context is slower in recognising the value of student-generated social media data and content for the HE marketing, branding and recruitment purposes. Perhaps this is due to ethical dilemma of using authentic experiential
stories for commercial purposes (Singh and Sonnenburg, 2012). Moreover, Scullion and Molesworth (2016) highlight conflicting practices of HEIs using social media spaces for pedagogical purposes where students gain digital literacy skills and are encouraged to experience freedom of creation, as opposed to using them for marketing purposes aimed at increasing HEIs’ student recruitment numbers.

Gai et al. (2016) conducted netnographic analysis of online content published within a Chinese online forum dedicated to choosing international HEIs. Although the online forum in Gai et al.’s (2016) study is an independent forum aimed at students sharing their international HE experiences and helping others to make more informed decisions, such forums have a specific theme that drives students to create and consume reviews and comments. It therefore limits authenticity and more dynamic understanding of students’ experiences and engagement with HE products and services (Calder et al., 2016). Applying Gensler et al.’s (2013) framework of strategies, we suggest that brands need to monitor consumers’ online brand-related activities and integrate UGC and discussions into their own branded stories. To meet the research aim of this study, we need to create a social media artifact that enables HE students to connect with each other and share experiences over time, and monitors the creation and consumption of HE brand-related and experience-related content.

**Students as online consumers**

In 1997, UK scholars started to recognise students as consumers (Dearing, 1997). This has led to the emergence of the formally documented student-as-consumer approach, according to which students convey a consumer orientation in making choices about and experiencing HE services (Molesworth et al., 2011; Khanna et al., 2014; Hemsley-Brown and Oplatka, 2015; Bunce et al., 2016). A student-as-consumer approach, as with the latest developments in the consumer
behaviour domain, proposes a shift of control and power from HEIs - the providers of services - to students - the consumers of HE services and products (Tomlinson, 2015). Bunce et al. (2016) report a lack of empirical evidence suggesting that students are in fact seeing themselves as consumers while already experiencing HE services and products but do argue that at the stage of choosing HEIs students do act as consumers. Internet technology and applications play an even greater role in accelerating the power and control students-as-consumers are experiencing when engaging with HE services and products (Jan and Ammari, 2016; Royo-Vela and Hünermund, 2016). Students-as-consumers are accessing data, making decisions and sharing their stories about their educational experiences online, revealing traits of so-called ‘online consumers’ (Racolta-Paina and Luca, 2010, Akar and Nasir, 2015). Effectively, the intangible nature of HE services and products force students to turn to the internet and social media sharing platforms for authentic insights into current student-as-consumer experiences. So far the vast majority of existing research (Molesworth et al., 2009; Williams, 2013; Woodall et al., 2014) looks into understanding the educational demands and challenges of the student-as-consumer approach, rather than investigating and profiling the students as consumers, in particular from the online consumer perspective.

Nevertheless, there are two studies (Jan and Ammari, 2016; Royo-Vela and Hünermund, 2016) that looked into understanding how HEIs marketing efforts in online space via their own websites, search engine and social media optimisation, affect students’ decision-making process. Jan and Ammari (2016), using structural equation modeling, tested and found the positive impact of HEI-generated social media, website and display advertising content on student choices in Malaysia. The research found HEIs’ websites to be most influential in confirming students’ choices. Royo-Vela and Hünermund (2016) conducted qualitative in-depth study into
understanding what online channels have significant impact on postgraduate students’ choice of HEIs. They found that students do rely heavily on advertising, university ranking websites and previous experiences, mostly documented via social media sites. However, it provided no deep understanding on how students engage with social media HE branded content.

To date, characteristics of students as online consumers of HE experiences remain neglected or are assumed to be similar to online consumers of younger age groups. Scullion and Molesworth (2016) call scholars to investigate the student-as-consumer phenomenon in greater detail by recognising student-consumers’ distinctive values, needs and behaviours. Following online consumption literature around eWOM and UGC, we can assume that students as online consumers could be categorised into three distinct groups. Firstly, there are students as online content consumers for pedagogical and/or personal HE experience purposes. Secondly, there are students as online content contributors for pedagogical and/or personal HE experience purposes, and finally there are students as online content creators for pedagogical and personal HE experience purposes (Muntinga et al., 2011). Pedagogic literature does discuss in great details students’ engagement with social media across three types of behavior (consumer (e.g. Veletsianos et al., 2015); contributor (e.g. Barczyk and Duncan, 2013); creator (e.g. Barns, 2016)). It is, therefore, rational to explore in greater depth students as online consumers of HE experiences for personal purposes. It is best to start with investigating students’ engagement with social media content related to HE experiences and brands.

Engagement represents a complex construct of comprising cognitive, behavioural and emotional experiences (Calder et al., 2016). However, when it comes to engagement in digital environments Calder et al. (2016) call for new evidences of context-specific netnographic studies that can capture individuals’ behavioural expressions and individuals’ experiences. Individuals’
behavioural expressions represent manifestations and actions such as likes and shares as well opinion comments – interaction and activity metrics of social media engagement as suggested by Tuten and Solomon (2014). Individuals’ experiences represent subjective in nature stories and comments of personal experiences and views which can be analysed via sentiment analysis. Hence, Calder et al.’ (2016) conceptualisation of engagement as a dynamic iterative exchange between behavioural expressions and experiences can help to achieve the research objective of this study. Figure 1 shows conceptualisation of student as online consumer engagement with student-generated Facebook content, related to HE experiences that will be explored in this study.
Figure 1. Conceptualisation of engagement with student-generated Facebook content

- Behavioural expressions towards student-generated Facebook content, related to HE experiences (manifestations, e.g. likes, shares and opinion comments)

- HE related experiences (sentiment analysis of student-generated comments, content related to HE experiences)

Student as online consumer engagement with student-generated Facebook content, related to HE experiences
Social media and its application in the HE context

Social media, defined as technological platforms and channels which enable communication and exchange of data virtually between individuals or groups of individuals anywhere anytime (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann et al., 2011), are paramount to brands and businesses connecting and interacting with their consumers (Murdough, 2009). So far, social media use in the context of education has been investigated with a focus on the pedagogical power of social media in enabling collaborative learning (Hussain, 2012; Deng and Tavares, 2013). Another interesting topic on the current agenda of HE pedagogy and HE marketing scholars is the impact social media plays in students’ engagement with HE with specific reference to the fear of missing out (FoMo) (Hetz et al., 2015; Vorderer et al., 2016). These studies conclude that while engaging with HE, students tend to consume social media content and communicate with their peers and networks beyond learning purposes, which overall results in distractions from the learning process. However, an important fact to note from these FoMo studies is that students are active social media users who follow other students’ HE experiences as well as share their own authentic stories because they simply do not want to miss out on important conversations, life changing opportunities and evidence that can drastically impact on their decisions.

Despite numerous attempts to integrate social media in the delivery of HE, it has been already stated that its use for branding and marketing purposes is under explored by the HEIs (Gai et al., 2016). Although marketisation is not new to the HE context, HEI marketers need to accept that the modern brand communication landscape has changed significantly (Whelan and Wohlfeil, 2006) and adopt wider business practices of using social media to protect and expand the brand, monitor customer interactions, share and encourage positive brand, product or service engagement. As suggested by Gensler et al.’s (2013) and applying Calder et al.’ (2016)...
conceptualisation of engagement, HEIs could use student-generated to understand the actual behavior and experiences of students, as well as to tap into stories of behavioral expressions and experiences to engage in ‘open source’ branding practices.

**Method**

Due to the exploratory nature of this study’s aim, a qualitative approach has been adopted (Creswell, 2007). Student-generated HE related conversations about experiencing HE cannot be detached from the social media environment that enables and influences the process, tone and outcomes of social media conversations (Gai et al., 2016). This study employed a netnographic research method to conduct an ethnographic analysis of interactions of students within an online community (Kozinets, 2015). Applying Calder et al.’s (2016) conceptualisation of engagement construct, we have examined netnographic subjects (students communicating within an online community) and their interactions, with the purpose of extracting netnographic evidences of behavioural expressions and experiences of student-generated Facebook content, related to HE experiences.

Student-generated data was collected using the social media artefact the TIWIS Facebook page: [https://www.facebook.com/This-Is-Where-I-Study-351708698330262/](https://www.facebook.com/This-Is-Where-I-Study-351708698330262/). TIWIS represents the UK HE experiences consociation with a common theme for users and audience. In the chosen context and theme, TIWIS aims to integrate all four types of online experience proposed by Kozinets (2015), namely mingling, sharing, bonding and organising in relation to a common theme - HE-related experiences. TIWIS differs from HEIs’ own social media communities as its purpose is to feature student-generated content created and shared by students for students. Having a single case limits the reliability of the results and the extent to which they can be
generalised, but when dealing with complex phenomenon and context (i.e. social media interactions and connections) it allows a deeper understanding of conversations and user engagement. Moreover, the focus on a single social media artefact assists in the sampling process by framing contextual boundaries and, hence, a better interpretation of results (Gai et al., 2016).

The netnographic research context - TIWIS

TIWIS stands for ‘This Is Where I Study’, which is a Bournemouth University (BU)-led collaborative journalism and marketing project. TIWIS is essentially a ‘social journalism’ artefact that caters for international students seeking to study in UK universities. TIWIS utilised the social media and marketing expertise of Bournemouth University journalism and marketing staff and students to produce reportage that prospective foreign students can draw from. Anecdotal evidence in recent years identifies a gap: while there is plenty of ‘official’ information about UK universities, this does not always answer some fundamental questions. TIWIS has helped remedy this by allowing for a student-led production—essentially, encouraging students to create the kind of content they want. International students also highlight the value they place on ‘word of mouth’. TIWIS addressed this by creating a dedicated place for relevant ‘social recommendations’ on aspects of HE/student life that is easily accessible and, importantly, socially shareable. BU students worked with teams from other UK HEIs for content production.

The BU journalism team was drawn from MA Multimedia Journalism students, with the marketing team drawn from MSc Marketing Management students. The ultimate intention of the TIWIS project was to create student-related and relevant content with the intention of stimulating continuous students’ conversations which would firstly benefit and improve experiences of international students studying in the UK and secondly enable the generation of student-
generated data that can be analysed and underpin the UK HEIs’ marketing initiatives as well as other business decisions.

The TIWIS Facebook page is a focal point of conversations among international students looking to study, or currently studying, in the UK. Hence, TIWIS represents a ‘perfect’ focal context for the netnographic inquiry set to explore students’ engagement with student-created content, related to HE experiences. Facebook is undoubtedly the most popular and widely used social media site. Facebook’s technical capabilities enable users to create personal (personal accounts), social (groups and pages) and professional (brand and community pages) spaces. To date Facebook has over 1.35 billion users, making it the most populated social media site. Facebook users share, create and consume content in various formats, such as text, images, videos and audio including live-streamed audio, video and textual conversations (Smith et al., 2011). Royo-Vela and Hünermund (2016) found that Facebook and Google+ are main social media platforms to access trustworthy information regarding HE experiences. As a result, TIWIS is well-suited to Facebook which, given its popularity and usage statistics worldwide, will maximise reach for the student-generated social media content. In further sections, we explain how TIWIS was set up as well as detail of netnographic data analysis carried out in this study.

*Pre-netnographic phase: TIWIS setup and unit of analysis*

Facebook metadata represents the main unit of analysis in this study. Data includes Facebook posts from 4th March 2015 to 4th July 2016, with images representing the main format of posts/content for the TIWIS team of students. Images/photos are known best to provoke further conversations and stimulate users to generate and share own content (Strekalova and Krieger, 2015) and in the case of TIWIS images triggered conversations, content creation and sharing among the TIWIS fan base. Each image is also accompanied by a short article/story, written by
journalism students. Some of the articles may link to other websites or external content, selected and posted by students content creators (journalism students) and content contributors (marketing students).

Photo albums represented collections of different themes/areas of interest for the target audience: international students studying in the UK. These themes derived from the TIWIS setup research phase. The TIWIS setup research phase included a thematic analysis of secondary and primary data, which comprised interviews and focus groups with international students as well as social media analytics of popular among international students web search terms. Social media analytics involved the use of social media monitoring and analysis tool Alexa and native platform-specific search analytics across the following social media platforms, YouTube, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. The aim of the TIWIS setup research phase was to understand what types of content would be particularly interesting for students experiencing HE in general, as well as students who study outside home country. In particular, two focus groups were carried out with international students studying at Bournemouth University. Both focus groups involved six participants and represented mixed gender, mixed age range and mixed nationalities. Twelve interviews, lasting for up to twenty minutes each, with nine international and three UK students studying at Bournemouth University were carried out to confirm the data derived from the focus groups. Table 1 presents a full profile of focus groups and interview participants.
Table 1. TIWIS setup phase: focus group and interview participant’s profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group participants</th>
<th>Interview participants*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus group 1:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Female, 18-24, Taiwan</td>
<td>Sami – female, Thailand, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Female, 18-24, Vietnam</td>
<td>Elena – female, Greece, undergraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Female, 25-31, Taiwan</td>
<td>Maksim – male, Russia, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Male, 18-24, Nigeria</td>
<td>Jonny – male, China, undergraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Male, 25-31, Turkey</td>
<td>Anna – female, Norway, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Male, 18-24, Russia</td>
<td>Lena – female, Venezuela, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus group 2:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Female, 25-31, Ukraine</td>
<td>Joy – female, Taiwan, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Female, 25-31, Spain</td>
<td>Bianca – female, Poland, undergraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Female, 18-24, Columbia</td>
<td>Karl – male, Norway, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Male, 18-24, China</td>
<td>Ozi – male, UK, undergraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 Male, 18-24, China</td>
<td>Chloe – female, UK, postgraduate course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 Male, 18-24, Thailand</td>
<td>Hannah – female, UK, undergraduate course</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All names are anonymised using pseudonyms
Qualitative primary data was entered into NVivo 10, qualitative data analysis software, and analysed using thematic analysis focusing on themes with intention to explore social media content of interest among international students studying in the UK HEIs. Iterative process of coding and themes identification was applied to, firstly, identify initial themes emerging from primary data and, secondly, to compare primary data themes against secondary data themes and to corroborate the coded themes (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006).

The following themes were identified:

- Tales from Britain - collates tales of studentship in Great Britain: What is it to live here? How is it to study? What is expected of you? Voices from across the UK.

An extract from the interview with Sami (postgraduate female student) reinforced the need for content in this theme:

*Before coming to England, I was feeling anxious and was in need of information about life in the UK. I was hungry for real examples and stories from similar to me students.... For example I was not aware that buying fish cheaply could be a problem. I wish someone could make me aware and also recommend places where I could buy quality fish for reasonable price.*

- Best 4 places to go for a coffee on a cold day: Tips for best places to visit in terrible rainy British weather.

An extract from the interview with Elena (undergraduate female student) illustrates a view that was shared by all interviewees and focus group participants, including UK-based students:
Oh God, weather is buzzword when it comes to England. You can be prepared by buying pair of wellies and raincoat. But when you are here, you kind of lost in what to do and having that advise can help you see rain as fun enabler.

- Fantastic places: places to be visited around the UK.

This theme was first to be discussed by both focus group participants who wanted “to plan ahead” their UK experience and learn about visiting “interesting exciting places”.

- Scholarships: intended for prospective students who would like to learn about obtaining and applying for scholarships.

This topic was mentioned by six interviewees and was part of both focus group discussions. It mainly covered the pre-arrival period as well as the desire of some students to share their own experiences of successfully securing scholarship. A student from Russia stated:

Everyone in Russia now is looking for discounts and scholarships. I did get one and helping others to learn about my experience will be good way of supporting my fellows.

Moreover, secondary analysis of keywords and hashtags using Google Ad Words, Twitter and Facebook hashtag search, and hashtag analysis portal hashtag.org, demonstrated that scholarships were main search terms among students.

- Specific university-branded content: overview of the UK HEIs as well as experiential stories of students.
All focus groups and interviewed students agreed that once they have chosen an HEI and are in the UK, they seek more stories about experiences and opportunities which are posted and created by students like them. Jonny (an undergraduate student from China) stated:

There are websites I have used to learn about my university and I do follow Twitter account of my university, but I want something more real. I mean I wanted to hear from students like me. Hear about best place for self-study or perhaps advise on someone who does personal training sessions with me.

The first images within each of the four themed albums were pilot ed with participated in focus groups students. These were intended to confirm that the content represented the theme well. Each TIWIS image within a theme-based album is accompanied by a short story that reflects the essence of the image and allows students to engage with topics beyond selected themes - to name a few, food, social life, love, learning, and friendships. Later in the timeframe (after August 2015), some stories were presented using video rather than images. Again, both journalism and marketing students participated in the decision-making process on what content to extend and produce in video.

Finally, qualitative interviews with four students involved in creating TIWIS content, as well with two educators co-ordinating and supporting those students, allowed reflection on the experiences of students and educators involved in creating and maintaining of the Facebook artefact. These reflective interviews lasted for up to thirty minutes and were analysed using thematic analysis. NVivo 10 assisted in the coding and analysis process. Analysis and interpretation of this data is presented in the beginning of the findings section.
Netnographic data analysis and research ethics

For analysis purposes the following data was included: likes, shares, comments of TIWIS fans as well as Facebook analytics for engagement and activities and performance of the TIWIS Facebook page. A mixed method analysis was performed with qualitative data analysis focused on the content of posts as well as impressions in the form of text-based comments and quantitative analysis reflecting on frequencies and quantitative interaction metrics adopted from Tuten and Solomon (2014). Once qualitative data had been categorised into types of posts, its analysis involved the inductive coding of text-based elements, activities and interactions. Two researchers coded text-based elements simultaneously and completed the qualitative data analysis with a joint discussion/agreement on the final list of generated themes. Based on the types of data generated by Facebook, in line with the netnography method the following three analytical steps were performed (adapted from Chae (2015)):

1. Descriptive analysis – Facebook data contains a large amount of information, including metadata (e.g., information on page fans) and posts, all of which are descriptive in nature, to name a few: number of posts, types of content, distribution of different types of content, number of hashtags.

2. Sentiment analysis – Facebook enables social dialogues and commentary using not only reaction and engagement-measuring tools (i.e. likes, shares etc.) but also using written communication and emoji symbols which are capturing the essence of social media conversations as well as representing the richest data (Debatin et al., 2009). Hence, qualitative data mining is critical to extracting relevant and important data. This data was extracted and imported into NVivo 10 to perform sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis aims to determine opinions and polarity of opinions by text mining and categorising
portions of the text documents to differentiate these phrases and sentences that communicate positive, negative or neutral in nature meanings (Pang and Lee, 2008). NVivo 10 for Windows has sentiment analysis query function.

3. Network analysis – due to the various formats of data sharable via Facebook, there are also various ways to measure engagement with the content as well as among fans/users, i.e. post reach, page reach, number of likes, number of shares, post clicks.

Moreover, to fulfill the research objective of this study, netnographic analysis involved the empirical exploration of the conceptualisation of engagement proposed in the theoretical background section. In particular, behavioural expressions were studied via descriptive and network analysis. Experiences were studied using sentiment analysis.

Given that netnography is continuously evolving methodology (Oakes et al., 2013), ethical aspects of obtaining consent and observing data in a public domain are challenging to address. This study has completed an ethical committee review on institutional level and can be considered as a combination of observational and action-based netnography (Kozinets, 2015). We fully disclosed the purpose of the study and roles of the academic researchers to all students participating in a content creation and contribution, interviewees and focus groups participants. Moreover, we announced the purpose of the project to the TIWIS page fans under ‘About’ tab. Nevertheless, this study involved elements of observational netnography because throughout the research process we did not continuously seek observation permission to avoid intervention in interactions between the TIWIS fans. According to Lager and Beckman (2005) disclosure of a researcher’s presence to an online community members can limit authenticity in members’ participation and discussions. Observed netnographic, interview and focus group data have been kept confidential and anonymous by using pseudonyms. In this study we do not present direct
quotes or textual data from Facebook fans’ comments. In relation to fans-related data, in this study we only present analytics data around engagement and overall conclusions on sentiment analysis of commentary posts. The findings are discussed below.

**Findings and discussion**

*TIWIS as a social journalism project*

The TIWIS Facebook page itself is the primary platform for the dissemination of the content, given its value to the 300,000-plus international students looking at the UK. To date, the page has attracted more than 20,000 likes. Table 2 presents the list of the types of posts. Majority of posts (70 per cent) contain photos/images and only 15 per cent of posts were in a video format. Forty-six per cent of all TIWIS posts contain links to external sources. Only three per cent of TIWIS posts contain announcements related to scholarship application deadlines or invitation to a particular event. Twenty-one per cent of posts involved commentary conversations so included commentary posts, whereas only five per cent of all TIWIS posts led to separate conversations using ‘Chat’ messaging function on Facebook. All of these chats were in a form of one-to-one interaction between a TIWIS fan and the TIWIS admin team.
Table 2. Types of posts on TIWIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversational posts</th>
<th>Announcement posts</th>
<th>Links to external content</th>
<th>Photo/image</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Chat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students from BU and collaborating HEIs involved in the creation of stories and posts report that involvement with TIWIS led to the enhanced learning of UK and HEI experiences in two ways. Firstly, it has provided experiential and work-based learning for journalism and marketing students. Secondly, it has led to an enhanced international students’ experience as - due to FoMo - students were encouraged to expand their experiences and involvement with HEIs and the UK overall. Students were determined to create relevant content, and developed critical thinking skills in the process. This is in line with educational literature around UGC (Muntinga et al., 2011; Barczyk and Duncan, 2013; Veletsianos et al., 2015; Barns, 2016). Two of the students who created and curated content stressed:

Talking to other students about their university experiences, capturing common topics and then seeing reaction of the audience just triggered a drive in me to create more and see reaction of the crowd, their comments. [JSBU]

Reading created stories made me realise how much I have been missing out. Since then I visited Oxford for the first time and fully explored the town I live in. Strange! But this process made me fully react to stories. I acted as intermediary between journalist students and audience, deciding on what content should be published but in actual fact I was choosing content that made me act. [MSBU]

From the educators’ perspective, TIWIS enabled professional development, which included both learning about different teaching approaches and engaging with new media technologies. Educator1 stated:

Seeing process of students generating content and translating it to audience with the use of latest social media features that increase engagement, e.g. 360 degree videos or
*timeline videos, is an amazing insight into new possibilities to present my teaching content differently. Perhaps that could really improve student engagement in my class.*

Secondly, it provided opportunities to engage and listen to student-generated stories and student-to-students conversations that indicate students’ interests as well illustrate students’ engagement and experiences with HE. Educators 2 highlighted:

*Most of content that is of interest to international students studying in the UK universities does not concern teaching and learning. However, reading through content and comments I realised how much all these resources, we – academics often consider irrelevant to pedagogic processes, are important to emotional stability of students and overall engagement with learning too.*

In the corporate literature, creative strategy encompasses message content and message strategies in the notion of designed communications, which increase the likelihood of enhancing consumer engagement or achieving the desired financial performance (Ashely and Tuten, 2015). TIWIS demonstrates that student/consumer-generated data needs to underpin the creative strategies of HEIs’ marketing programmes as well as pedagogic practices. This is because student-to-student conversations, as well as student-generated posts, directly communicate students-as-consumers’ aspirations, experiences, feelings and emotions, meaning that by tapping into student-to-student conversations HE marketers can match the HEI brand’s messages to the students’ needs and desires.

*Understanding nature of and engagement with the student-generated data: three-step analysis*

Table 3 illustrates the main results of student-generated social media metrics with a particular emphasis on findings that have implications for the marketing of HE.
Table 3. Results of three-step social media data analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Data Analysis</th>
<th>TIWIS metadata</th>
<th>Implications for the HE marketing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Descriptive analysis – behavioural expressions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>Images - average reach = 1,042 with on average 85 clicks per image and 19 comments per image post</td>
<td>Images are the most popular type of content, which enable further commentary, interaction, and engagement with various themes. Hence, HEIs’ social media content is best to utilise image formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos</td>
<td>Videos – average reach = 567 with on average 17 clicks and 7 comments per video post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written posts</td>
<td>Written posts – average reach = 327 on average per post and 7 clicks and 1 comment on average per post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Sentiment analysis – HE related experiences</td>
<td>Main popular themes and conversations based on analysis of posts with the highest reach (based on correlation between likes and clicks): Cultural differences in learning approaches – sentiment ratio is 5:1 (five positive comments versus one negative) Cultural differences in lifestyle – sentiment ration is 1:1 (one positive comment versus one negative) Extra-curricular activities, i.e. sport, art, etc. – sentiment ration is 7:1 (seven positive comments versus one negative)</td>
<td>Cultural differences are highlighted as the main subject of conversations among international students, which primarily indicate an interest in the UK culture, unpleasant experiences with discovering differences as well as understanding what can be experienced beyond teaching and learning context. Overall analysis indicates important messages for those promoting and marketing the UK HE to international students – the need to portray the UK learning experience as a journey which</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
integrates all aspects of students’ lives, social, learning etc. Students are clearly making choices beyond a simple focus on subjects and reputation of individual HEIs. Sentiment analysis across popular themes indicates that overall UK HE experiences are way more positive than negative.

### III. Network analysis – behavioural expressions and connections’ characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men vs woman</td>
<td>77% of fans vs 23% of fans; however, women are more inclined to comment and share the content (10% higher than men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age group of fans</td>
<td>18-24 with 46% of them liking the page (becoming the fan) based on content shared via their social circle of Facebook friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most fans engage with the post via means of likes (54 per post on average), followed by shares and comments (for both 3 on average per post).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to create social media marketing content, which encourages shares to enable eWOM and further engagement with the content. This is due to social media being effective in maximising psychological engagement with prospective students who would be better understanding motives, needs and goals linked with HE from current students.
Table 3 illustrates that students engaged well with student-generated content across different types of format. Images were found particularly popular and triggered further comments and interactions. It is important to note that sentiment analysis of commentary content suggest that behavioural expressions through likes and shares do in fact affect the experiences of students consuming the content. This corresponds with existing research on engagement (Brodie et al., 2011; Calder et al., 2016). Hence, results of descriptive and sentiment analysis confirm that behavioural expressions affect HE related experiences presented in Figure 1.

Sentiment analysis highlights that although students seek to consume content across the themes identified during the TIWIS setup research process, reactions and commentaries to content generated by students-creators reveal truly important themes comprising international students’ HE experiences. Sentiment analysis overall demonstrates that students react positively to student-generated content and that HE experience is a complex system of various elements, which in the case of international student includes aspects of culture and social norms. Most commentaries have not triggered further behavioural expressions of likes, so in this section of analysis we have not found evidence to demonstrate impact of HE related experiences on behavioural expressions towards student-generated TIWIS content, related to HE experiences.

In line with existing studies around online consumers and their behaviour (Punj, 2011; Adnan, 2014; Clemes et al., 2014; Vaidehi, 2014) descriptive and network analysis suggests that male users are more engaged with social media in terms of demonstrating their one off token of appreciation, liking the page and hence becoming a fan. However, female TIWIS fans are much more engaged on a deeper level as they tend to disseminate the content to their friendship circles as well as act as commentators rather than simply observing the content. Network analysis extends further results of sentiment analysis showing that in the case of TIWIS, female students
are more likely to provide insights into own experiences of HE, meaning in female students
behavioural expressions trigger sharing their own HE-related experiences. Further contextualised
and survey-based studies are required to evaluate the extent to which this evidence can be
generalised. As with previous studies on social media engagement (Doorn et al., 2010) network
analysis of TIWIS found that students’ engagement with social media posts and content is
behaviour-based, such as sharing, participating by commenting, and actively creating generated
content. According to Ashley and Tuten (2015) these behaviours serve as a purpose to form
positive word-of-mouth and TIWIS analysis supports this argument as posts achieving more
likes and comments are shared more frequently than less liked posts and content.

Interpretation of three-step social media data analysis suggests a number of implications for HE
marketing. The TIWIS Facebook page illustrates how in practice HEIs can learn from the
student-generated social media content by performing a three-step analysis of social media data.
The most important implication for HE marketers to leverage student-generated social media
data is maximising psychological engagement with HE-related experiences and hence increasing
influence impressions. However, in doing so HEIs, following experiences of market-driven
businesses, need to collaborate with student (brand) personas who can endorse their positive HE
experiences in an authentic way and, therefore increase social impressions. Learning from
TIWIS, social endorsement can also have a group-based collaborative partnership where HEIs
can collaborate with students with the intention of creating similar artefacts. In such a manner,
HEIs ensure access to the content as well as enabling collaborative work-based learning for
students who organise, participate and lead the management, distribution and creation of content.

Interactivity distinguishes contemporary social media from conventional mass media by
expanding conversational contexts and enabling a virtual bond/friendship among users (Eveland,
Consumers consume social media content in order to socially interact and meet people with similar interests (Ko et al., 2005). Whiting and Williams (2013) report that 88 per cent of social media users benefit from the interaction capabilities of social media platforms. Hence, it is not surprising to find that most students looking for HEIs or currently studying in HE are forming social media groups and networks with the purpose of discussing and sharing HE experiences. In this study the TIWIS Facebook page unites prospective and current international students studying in UK HEIs.

Mangold and Faulds (2009) and Hanna et al. (2011) both proposed that social media should be considered as a hybrid element and included into a businesses’ integrated marketing communications strategy due to containing the most influential but challenging to manage outcome of marketing communications - word-of-mouth. The TIWIS case demonstrates that female users are most likely to enable word-of-mouth and, hence, increase reach of Facebook posts and messages.

Moreover amplified word-of-mouth is the result of the increased psychological engagement with authentic content generated by students for students. Sentiment analysis results suggest that when choosing HEIs, international students focus on the overall aspects of students’ lives, where social and learning experiences are intertwined. The subjects delivered by, and the reputation of, individual HEIs are not of significant importance to students-as-consumers. The only way to portray students’ lives is to use authentic student-generated data. In the context of corporate brands people increasingly choose brands that are perceived authentic and more genuine than their competitors (Faust Householder, 2009). An authentic brand is a ‘brand with a real story, a connection to a fundamental human truth’ (Faust and Householder, 2009, pp.47). The central challenge of social media lies in creating something that is both engaging for consumers, but also
stays true to the core of the brand. This proves that creating authentic student stories needs to be implemented simultaneously with listening to students’ reactions and conversations.

Social media has changed the way businesses communicate with their customers by fundamentally influencing customers’ awareness, information acquisition practices, attitudes towards the product, purchasing and post-purchasing behaviour (Mangold and Faulds, 2009). Despite the fact that TIWIS analysis does not allow us to conclude whether this is the case in the HE context, in particular with the effect on attitudes, consumption and post-consumption of HE services and products; TIWIS comments and conversations demonstrate that social media generates awareness as it acts as a bank of HE-related experiences and stories. Moreover, the TIWIS case demonstrates that student as online consumer engagement with student-generated Facebook content, related to HE experiences, is a dynamic construct where behavioural expressions affect HE related experiences, but not vice versa. Hence, engagement with student-generated TIWIS Facebook page content can be conceptualised as per Figure 2. This conceptualisation needs further evidence in empirical studies similar to this as well as further examination of relationships between such engagement construct and choices of HE students.
Figure 2. Conceptualisation of engagement with student-generated TIWIS content
Conclusion and implications

The netnographic analysis of TIWIS illustrates that students do engage well with student-generated content, manifesting behavioural expressions that impact on the experiences of students consuming content. This finding, however, requires further empirical investigation in HE and other contexts. Having one artefact analysed in this study within the context of international students’ HE related experiences is the main limitation of this study, which calls for further research applying similar methodology or conceptualisation of engagement.

Moreover, netnographic analysis performed in this study demonstrates how in practice HEIs can learn from the student-generated social media content by performing a three-step analysis of social media data. As discussed in the previous section, the most important implication for HE marketers to leverage student-generated social media data is maximising psychological engagement with HE related experiences and hence increasing influence impressions. Clearly, social listening needs to be embedded into social media marketing practices of HE.

Furthermore, the brand is an important element in marketing and it is perceived to be true in the context of HE. Marketers often categorise social media as a branding channel. The perceived benefits of branded social media activities include increasing brand awareness, brand liking, promoting customer engagement and loyalty, inspiring consumer word-of-mouth communication, potentially driving traffic to brand websites (Ashley and Tuten, 2015). Contrary to this, Mangold and Faulds (2009) and Hanna et al. (2011) both propose that in order to shape, influence and predict consumer conversations, marketing managers ought to engage with their audience emotionally. The TIWIS case shows that this can be achieved through designed activities on social media, for example, building communities, creating talking points such as...
memorable experiences or meaningful stories as opposed to simply posting HEI-branded content. Created stories should be consistent with the HEIs’ integrated marketing communications strategy and should be inducted from student-to-student conversations to ensure authenticity and uniqueness of the content (Hanna et al., 2011).

This study demonstrates the value in HEIs adopting market-driven business practices and attempting to listen to and leverage student-generated social media content. However, the power of content creators needs to be left or shifted to students, whereas the role of HE marketers, educators and other stakeholders is in listening and engaging via students as brand personas, students who truly believe in a specific HEI brand but also are able to generate authentic stories and conversations with current and prospective students.

A number of studies (Kaplan and Haelein 2010; Kietzmann et al. 2011; Hanna et al. 2011; Chaffey and Smith 2013) have provided advice for utilising social media in a more effective manner. However, they only discuss implications and application in the corporate business context. HE context presents challenging environment with ongoing debate around whether students should be considered consumers of HE services and products. Despite the fact that pedagogical implications of the student-as-consumer approach are still to be examined, students do behave as consumers when choosing and even when experiencing HE beyond curriculum. We argue that when marketing HE and HEIs, learning from corporate brands and marketing communications practices is essential. HE context, however, creates opportunities for innovative ways of leveraging social media data, publicly available and generated by consumers. Engagements underpinned by emotional and authentic storytelling, tapping into the needs and desires of current and prospective students, ought to be main drivers behind HE marketing campaigns.
Overall, although not directly proving the link between engagement with student-generated data and HE choices, the TIWIS case illustrates that student-generated data is an authentic source of data needed for the effective recruitment of international students. Further research is needed to examine the link. Moreover, this study triggers further exploration into ethics of adapting market-driven social media marketing practices by HEIs. As Scullion and Molesworth (2016) argue, students may not see themselves as consumers and, hence, see HEIs practices of ‘watching’ students in their personal spaces as invasion of their privacy.
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